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AN ECONOMIC STUDY OF FACTORS AFFECTING
FARM ORGANIZATION AND POWER
UTILIZATION OF SUGAR CANE
FARMS, 1929
he re-building of the sugar cane industry in Louisiana
raises many problems to be solved by the individual
farmer. This study was undertaken in order to help
farmers meet these adjustments. Two major problems,
(1) the enterprise organization of the farm, and (2) the
possibility of improved adjustments in the use of a greater
amount of power machinery than prevails at the present
time, are discussed in this report.
The fact that cane has been successfully grown in the
area for so long a period proves its adaptability to Loui-
siana soils and climate. Although large losses sometimes
occur because of early freezes and from floods and high
water, these are rare. The region is well supplied with
a class of labor adapted to the growing of cane. These
facts, together with the fact that cane yields a relatively
high return per acre, assure its continued growth in the
area. Over a period of years no other crop has proven
to be so remunerative as cane. Therefore the immediate
future development in crop organization will include sugar
cane as the primary crop.
A number of crops grown in the cane belt offer possibi-
lities, as minor or secondary crops in the organization of
sugar cane farms. These crops include corn, soybeans or
peas, cotton, rice, sweet potatoes, white potatoes and a
variety of truck crops. The sections of the cane area in
which these crops are now grown to some extent and to
which they seem to be best adapted are shown in Figure 1.
The writer wishes to acknowledge that a part of the data presented
in this report was collected in cooperation with the United States
Department of Agriculture, and to express his appreciation to Profes-
sor R. J. Saville for his helpful suggestions throughout the develop-
ent of the study and for assistance in the preparation of this
manuscript.
By G. H. Reuss,
Assistant Eiconomist
Farm Organization
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NORTHERN SUGAR CANE AREA
Secondary crops in this area are cotton, corn, soybeans,
peas, and sweet potatoes.
WESTERN CANE AREA
A variety of crops are grown with success in this
western region. Cotton, corn, and legumes are successfully
raised throughout the area. Rice is grown to some extent
throughout the region, but more particularly in Vermilion
Parish. Peppers, sweet potatoes, irish potatoes and other
truck crops may be successfully raised in practically all
parts of the region.
SOUTHERN CANE AREA
This area is practically limited to corn and truck crops
as supplementary crops for cane. Among the truck crops
beans and irish potatoes are the ones most commonly
raised at the present time. Yields of secondary crops are
much higher than in the other areas.
EASTERN CANE AREA
Crops other than cane grown in this area are corn, and
legumes, with smaller amounts of rice and truck.
5The kind and acreage of crops which each farmer should
grow will be determined by relative prices of products
which he grows and by the outlays which will be necessary
in order to carry on his productive activities. In considering
prices the farmer must keep in mind present relationships
and probable future trends. In developing the proper
organization to be maintained for a number of years,
however, price trends and the level of the prices for each
product as compared with that for others which compete
with it for a place in the organization are more important
than short time fluctuations. Annual changes in organiza-
tion to meet changing prices may often be profitable
providing they are carefully made. Farmers must use the
best available information indicating expected prices for
the next year as a basis in deciding on contemplated
changes. Undue influence should not be given to past or
present prices.
It is impossible to predict year-to-year variations in
yield per acre because these are due almost entirely to
seasonal conditions. The important question to the indi-
vidual farmer, however, is the comparative yields of the
various crops which he may expect to receive on his
particular farm under normal conditions. While cane
yields for the new varieties are still under experimental
observation, they have definitely proven to be larger than
those obtained from the old canes. Probably an average
of as much as twenty-five tons per acre is to be expected
over a period of years. Yields obtained in the past on the
particular farms or those of similar farms, after making
necessary allowances for differences in cultural practices,
will serve as a basis for the expected production of each
crop.
There are certain relationships between crops which
must be taken into consideration in order to have the farm
organization operate smoothly after it is set up. These
may be classed as competitive, supplementary, and comple-
mentary relationships. Theoretically, crops may compete
for land, for the use of capital, and for labor. For crop
organization, we are interested in choosing crops in such
6proportions that competition for man labor, use of machin-
ery, and other factors be reduced to a minimum. It is
desirable to get enterprises that fit together or supplement
each other in the most profitable utilization of the elements
of production. It is especially important on the family-
sized farm that the labor distribution be such that the
available family labor may be fully occupied on productive
enterprises throughout the year. The number of mules
kept must necessarily be large enough to meet the demands
in the season of highest mule work requirement. An even
distribution of mule labor will mean that fewer mules need
to be kept but that these will work more days per year.
The labor distribution is equally as important on the large
plantation as on the small farm. If conditions are such
that laborers must be maintained on the plantation through-
out the year and given employment for a major portion
of the time, it is essential that they be working at a
profitable enterprise. If, on the other hand, labor may be
commanded and dismissed at short notice an even distribu-
tion will not necessarily reduce the cash wage bill. Sugar
cane production normally demands the latter condition.
The cost of housing and other perquisites, however, would
be decreased because of the fewer men required.
In determining the sequence in which crops are to
follow each other, the tilth of the land and the available
plant food after each crop is removed will affect the
growing of the crop which follows. If a favorable relation-
ship exists between two crops they are said to complement
each other.
Crops may also be competitive or complementary as to
use of machinery. A crop requiring a large outlay for
specialized machinery and equipment cannot be produced
economically unless a large enough acreage is planted to
efficiently use this machinery, and unless the crop is grown
for several years in order to completely use the investment.
Crops which may be grown by using, for the most part,
machinery which was purchased primarily for the culture
of the major crop, cane, have a marked advantage in this
respect.
7The efficiency of operation of -the farm will depend
somewhat on getting the right combination of the units
of production. In many respects the plantation or large
sized unit has the advantage over the medium sized farm.
Crews of sufficient size to warrant an overseer for each
group may be more closely supervised than is the case
where one man must overseer a number of operations being
performed at widely separated places. The apportioning
of task work is facilitated by keeping a crew at the same
job for a considerable period! of time, which is often im-
possible on a small farm without breaking the labor into
small groups, thus making supervision difficult.
In order to determine more specifically the extent to
which the above factors influence the organization and
operation of Louisiana sugar farms, information in some
detail on a number of farms in actual operation was
secured. Part of this information was obtained by means
of a survey1 made in February 1930 by the Department
of Rural Economics of the Louisiana State Experiment
Station in cooperation with the United States Department
of Agriculture. Seventy-four farms growing cane for the
mill were included. These farms are scattered throughout
the greater part of the cane producing area of the state,
being located in Lafayette, Iberia, St. Martin, St. Mary,
Terrebonne, Lafourche, Ascension, and Assumption
Parishes.
Additional data were collected from fifteen large
plantations concerning their costs and organization during
the year. Price data were obtained from the United States
Department of Agriculture yearbooks, from Crops and
Market, and from reports of the Louisiana division of the
Bureau of Crop and Livestock Estimates.
During the cane harvesting season of 1929, sugar
growers suffered extremely unfavorable weather conditions.
^he survey method consists of a visit to each farm operator to
obtain the desired information from his business and personal records,
and from memory. By checking- this method against actual accounts
it has been found to be quite accurate when applied to a number of
farms.
8These so delayed harvesting that a large proportion of
the crop was uncut at the time of the first hard freeze.
This condition resulted in large losses from cane left in
the field uncut, losses in the windrow after cutting, losses
from low topping due to frost, and from low prices re-
sulting from the deterioration of mill cane. Heavy rains
added to the difficulty of harvesting so that labor and
power requirements were increased much above those of
a nearly normal year (Chart 1). Due to these unusual
conditions in 1929, data on income and on harvesting costs
and operations are not to be considered as picturing a
representative condition.
In most respects, however, these farms were organized
and operated in a normal way prior to harvest. There
is no evidence that unusual conditions affected the crop
or livestock organization, cost of growing cane to harvest,
costs or requirements of other crops, or use and cost of
tractor and other power machinery at any time before the
cane harvesting season.
For purposes of analysis the survey records were di-
vided into four groups according to the number of acres
of principal cultivated crops as follows:
2
No. of Farms Size Range Average Crop Acres
per Farm
Group A 18 Less than 100 Acres 86.59 Acres
Group B 21 100 to 199.9 Acres 155.00 Acres
Group C 18 200 to 299.9 Acres 246.76 Acres
Group D 17 300 or more Acres 650.23 Acres
Group A may be considered as the family-sized farm
on which members of the family perform the major part
of the labor and in many cases all of it except during the
harvesting season. The other extreme is found in Group
D which is the plantation type of organization. Under the
latter organization all the labor is hired and a major
portion of the managerial duties is performed by hired
overseers. Group B and C are intermediate in the above
respects. The classification will be carried throughout the
analysis.
Principal cultivated crops are cane, corn, cotton, soybeans, or
cowpeas, alfalfa, rice, and seeded hay crops.
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Economic Status
Throughout the latter part of the nineteenth century
the United States produced not only her own food stuffs,
but also exported large excesses, principally to European
countries. The middle west was supplied with rich virgin
land which could be had by homesteading or for a very
low price. The homesteading of this land and the conse-
quent swelling of the physical volume of production in-
creased rapidly up until the end of the century in spite of
the low prices which prevailed at the time. The beginning
of the century, however, brought a reverse in the trend.
The good lands were for the most part in cultivation,
thus checking the increase in production, and urban popula-
10
tion was growing rapidly with an ever increasing demand
for food. Exports decreased markedly in the years im-
mediately preceding the World War and were practically
in balance with imports. This pre-war period was one m
which both agriculture and industry were relatively pros-
perous and so may be considered as a time during which
a satisfactory relationship existed between the prices of
farm products and the prices of non-agricultural products.
During the period 1914 to 1920, agricultural production
was abnormally stimulated by high prices. This artificial
stimulation brought physical production quickly to a high
level in 1920 at the time of the post war deflation. Since
1920 agricultural prices have been at a relative disadvant-
age. When compared with pre-war levels, the prices which
the farmer must pay for his living and for production
expenses are considerably higher than those which he
receives for his products (Chart 2). Some allowance may
surely be made for economies in operation. The price level
of those products which he buys is also above that for all
non-agricultural products, due principally to the relatively
high level of living costs. Although the spread between
prices received and prices paid narrowed somewhat in the
latter part of 1927, there has been no tendency since that
time for them to become more nearly equalized. In fact
the nrice disadvantage has become more aggravated during
the early months of 1930. Expressed in another way, this
means that the value of the farmer's dollar in terms
of
products which he purchases has declined. Although it
rose to ninety-four cents at one time during 1928, it was only
eighty-one cents in June 1930. The disparity is the dif-
ference between eighty-one cents for products purchased
by farmers compared with eighty-eight cents for all non-
agricultural products.
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Development and Price Status of the
Louisiana Sugar Cane Industry
Cane for the production of sugar has been the staple
crop of South Louisiana since the beginning of the nine-
teenth century. In spite of temporary financial depres-
sions, the industry grew steadily up until about 1904 and
remained nearly constant from that time until the end of
the World War. Technical developments and long time
economic changes within the country are reflected in this
growth of the Louisiana sugar industry. In more recent
years diseases and pests of cane became such a menace that
they threatened to exterminate the industry. From an
average yield of sixteen or seventeen tons per acre the
12
yield was cut to as low as seven tons per acre in 1926,
principally because of the spread of the mosaic disease. A
rapid drop in acreage also occurred, 73,000 acres in 1927
as compared with more than 220,000 for the period 1911-
23. Although part of this acreage was diverted into other
crops a large portion was abandoned and allowed to grow
in weeds and brush.
The introduction of P. O. J. canes has practically elim-
inated the losses suffered because of the mosaic disease and
has proven conclusively that Louisiana can produce as large
or even a larger tonnage per acre than in the past. Due to
this varietal development large acres are at present being
brought back into cane culture, under new methods. The
world production of 26,800,000 tons of sugar in 1929 as
compared with 15,500,000 tons in 1919, represents steady
increase for the period. Sugar prices fell rapidly along
with other food products during 1921, recovered slightly m
1923 and 1924, and since that time have shown a gradual
decrease.
The price of sugar the last few years has been only
slightly above that of the pre-war period. This decline in
price has come about at a time when Louisiana production,
due to mosaic disease and other unfavorable conditions, has
been low, thereby placing Louisiana producers at a disad-
vantage both in price and in respect to yields. The Lou-
isiana production of sugar is only a small part of the total
supply available for consumption in the United States
(Chart 3). As a consequence the Louisiana supply does
not have a significant price determining influence in the
United States. Production in competing countries, par-
ticularly Cuba, the Philippine Islands, Hawaii, and Con-
tinental Europe and the height of the tariff seem to be the
factors which will have the greatest influence on sugar
prices received by Louisiana producers in the future.
The relative prices of other products grown to some
extent in the sugar bowl are presented in Charts 4
to
6. These relations are expressed in terms of the
base
1913 = 100. Cotton, sweet potatoes, and white potatoes
13
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Louisiana Planter and Sugar Manufacturer, July 2, 1923
The Reference Book of The Sugar Industry of The World, July, 1929
have been relatively higher than corn, rice, and cane.
Among the livestock products, veal prices have had a rel-
ative advantage over beef prices although both have been
comparatively high in recent years and appear to be at the
peak of a price cycle (Chart 7) . If this is true, a downward
trend may be expected in the prices of these products.
The prices received by the farmer are only one side of
the farm business. The costs incident to the production of
each crop and the efficiency of farm production with dif-
ferent combinations1 is an equally important side and one
over which the individual farmer may exercise considerable
control.
14
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Unit Requirements of Labor and Power
There is little difference in man labor and mule work
requirements between size groups for any crop. It would
seem that the type of soil, plantation layout and individual
management are factors which cause variations in require-
ments between individual farms. Unit requirements of
labor and power are presented in Tables 14 to 34 in the
appendix.
It has been demonstrated that breaking the heavy or
black lands of the cane belt requires double the
power
necessary to do an equally good job of plowing on light or
15
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sandy soils. After these heavy lands have been well plowed,
however, their cultural requirements are little, if anyi
greater than those of lighter soils. If breaking is not well
done, the heavy lands require an excessive amount of plow-
ing during the cultivating season. By determining the
power and labor requirements on fall plant cane on each of
ten farms, one-half of which had a large proportion of
heavy lands, the others being predominantly sandy, it was
found that 11% more power was expended in land prep-
aration on the heavy lands and that cultivation require-
ments were also 30 % greater than on the second group of
farms. Since current outlays are about the same, this
difference in outlay should be reflected in lower land prices
in such areas.
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The lay out of the plantation in reference to the stables,
to the sugar house, and to loading points is a factor of more
importance than is usually assigned to it. Especially is this
true in seasons of heavy rainfall during harvest, as in 1929.
The distance from the stable to each field when thought of
in terms of hours spent going to and from work may mate-
rially influence the cost of tending that field. During
harvesting this is even more important because every man
and mule is being used to capacity. The distance between
loading stations on the narrow gauge railroad is often
so
great that much additional hauling is required. There is
need of a. movable hoist on many plantations in order to
decrease this haul. The economical use of such a hoist
will depend upon the number of men and mules replaced
17
as compared with the costs incurred by its adoption. Any
improvement in plantation roads will have the same effect
as a decreased haul. Many plantations no doubt would be
justified in making larger expenditures for roads than are
now made in order to decrease power requirements in haul-
ing; during unfavorable weather and to eliminate round-
abount hauls which occur when a part of the roads become
impassable. The managerial ability of the individual oper-
ator also has its effect on cost.
18
Some operators are practically always up with their
work while others are as regularly behind. This difference
in managing ability will result not only in a variation in
yields due to inferior tillage, on poorly managed farms,
but also in increased cost due to the extra hoeing and extra
cultivation which may be necessary if the opportune time
for performing each operation passes without getting the
work done.
Machinery and Equipment Utilization
The cash costs for machinery and equipment upkeep
and repair amounted to $1.88 per acre on eleven plantations
operating under a system of approximately 65% cane and
30% corn with a small amount of cotton. The interest
charge was $.79 calculated at 8% on an average investment
in machinery and equipment of $9.91 per acre. The invest-
ment in equipment on these plantations was not excessive
nor was the cropping system such as to require specialized
types of machines other than those commonly used in cane
production. We may assume then that costs on these plan-
tations are in line with those to be expected on cane and
corn farms. With the exception of relatively inexpensive
equipment, cotton has not materially increased the machin-
ery requirement where it has been added in place of part
of the cane or corn. Likewise sweet potatoes, white pota-
toes, and truck crops may be included in or withdrawn
from the crop organization without disruption of the
machinery balance. Equipment for rice growing presents
a more complicated problem.
Rice, being an irrigated crop and grown under a flat
culture method does not lend itself to the best use of
equipment on a farm which is organized primarily for the
growing of cane. The operations of flat breaking, building
levees, and harvesting require specialized machinery fo
which row-crop equipment cannot be readily substituted
Irrigation perhaps offers even greater difficulties. For the
purpose of irrigation the original outlay necessary is large
and the life of the equipment comparatively long, thereby
19
necessitating the growing of the crop over a number of
years, and on such an acreage as to require capacity use
in order to get operating efficiency. This factor is an
important one in making rice growing a specialized in-
dustry even when carried on within the cane belt. But
tractor farming is associated with rice farming and tractor
utilization may be materially increased when both sugar
cane and rice are grown.
Labor and Power Distribution
The system of growing cane and corn does not lend
itself to the even distribution of either man labor or mule
work. Charts 8 and 9 show the monthly requirements of
labor and power on a 285-acre farm in Iberia Parish having
95 acres each of fall plant cane, stubble cane, and corn and
soybeans. Two peaks are present in each distribution, one
coming in February, March and April; the other, a large
one, from October through December. This farm presents
about the normal and expected labor distribution under
successful sugar cane growing. Charts 10 and 11 show
the distributions on a similarly organized farm where all
the cane was spring planted. Spring planting of cane
tends to shift a part of the labor requirement from the fall
months to the late winter months. It would seem that a
division of the cane planting between fall and spring tends
toward the best man labor utilization possible under a
system of cane and corn. The labor requirements for all
work other than planting are of a relatively fixed nature
with reference to time of performance.
The possibility of obtaining a more even distribution
of man labor depends upon the development of harvesting
machines which will decrease the fall peak, and upon effi-
cient power machinery for spring work. It is very probable
that the first development will greatly stimulate the latter.
This will mean outlay for machinery rather than wages.
If the cane industry is to continue as it is at present, it
will necessarily do so in spite of poor labor and power
distributions.
20
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CHART NO. 8
Man Labor Disirlbulion on a 265 Crop Acre
Farm in Iberia Parish-1929
Man Hours Corn & Soybeans -95 Acres
(ooo)
J F M AM J J A S O N D
J~ F M A M J J A S O N D
J F M A M J J A J O N D
J F M A M J J A 6 O N D
MONTHS
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CHART NO. 9
Mule Work Dialribulion on a 285 Crop Acre
Farm in Iberia Parish -1929
Mule Hours
(000) Corn & Soybeans - 95 Acres
N
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CHART NO. 10
Man Labor Dislribulion on a 92 Crop Acre
Farm in Iberia Parish- 1929
Man Hours
(00)
2s y Corn and Soybeans - 4-3.5 Acres
J F PL A PL J J A 5 O N D
Sweel Poi aloes - 5 Acres
JFMAPLJ JA S O N D
Spring PJanl Cane - 26 Acres
J~ F Fl A M J J A $ ON D
Slubble Cane - 17.5 Acres
J F PL A PL J J A S O N D
All Crops -92 Acres
JFMAMJJA S O N D
FLONFHS
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CHART NO. 11
Mule Work Dislribulion on a 92 Crop Acre
farm in Iberia Parish -1929
Mule Hours
(00)
15'
io iraxesi — ^ &nd Soybeans - 43.5 A.cres
<5
O JFMAMJJA S 0 N D
Sweel Polaloes - 5 Acres
JFHAMJ JA S 0 N D
Spring Plan! Cane - 26 Acres
J r M A M J J A S 0 N D
Siubble Cane -17.5 Acres
J F M A M J J A S 0 N D
All Crops - 92 Acres
JFHAMJJA S O N D
MONTHS
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The possibility of getting, by diversification, a labor
distribution in which the farm family may participate more
fully exists to a limited extent, particularly in the north-
western part of the cane area. In this area cotton and
truck crops are now grown to some extent on cane farms
with success. The cane areas of the lower sugar bowl are
practically limited to truck for secondary crops; yet un-
certain market conditions limit the growing of truck.
Within these areas diversified systems have been carried on
to a limited extent by small farmers, but the possibility
of the wide adoption of such systems by any except small
sized farms under present conditions is remote.
The crop organization developed by farms of different
sizes is presented in Table 1. Cane and corn occupy a large
proportion of all tillable land. In spite of the fact that
conditions during recent years have been unfavorable to
cane growing, other crops have replaced it only to a very
limited extent.
Crop Yields
Cane yields for 1929 were reduced heavily due to freezes
in early December and the subsequent freezes and thaws
which followed throughout the month. The exact losses
sustained because of low topping, the necessity of windrow-
ing, and from decreased quality and consequently decreased
price cannot be determined definitely (Table 2). On the
farms under study, the acreage abandoned ranged from
.35% on the small family sized farm to 7% on Group C
farms (page 6) and 6.71% on large plantations. Small
farms had generally progressed further in harvesting at
the time of the freeze and consequently suffered a smaller
proportionate loss. Those losses, however, do not represent
the total tonnage which was left in the field. Estimates
have placed the total amount of loss at one-third to one-half
of the entire crop. Soybean hay losses were exceptionally
large in 1929 due to the ravages of the caterpillars, and
many of the sweet potatoes grown in the area were lost
due to heavy rains during the fall months. Table 3 gives
the percent of each crop planted which was abandoned or
from which no return was obtained.
25
TABLE 1—UTILIZATION OF TILLABLE LAND ON SUGAR
CANE FARMS ACCORDING TO SIZE, 1929
Crop
Farms of
100 Crop
Acres or
Less
Farms of
101 to 200
Crop Acres
Farms of
201 to 300
Crop Acres
Farms of
More than
300 Crop
Acres
Percent of
Tillable
Land
Percent of
Tillable
Land
Percent of
Tillable
Land
Percent of
Tillable
Land
Fall Plant Cane .
Spring Plant. Cane
.
.
Stubble Cane
16.1
8.1
23.4
18.3
5.5
20.7
20.4.
6.6
23.5
99 1
10.7
27.2
Total Cane 47.6 44.5 50.5 60.6
39.1
(38.3)
5.2
2.1
1.6
1.1
41.6
(35.6)
4.2
Q
. «7
1.4
.4
.4
2.2
35.6
(34.8)
5.5
o nZ. 1
.7
.4
Qou.y
(29.9)
1.0
2.0
.6
Soybeans and Peas
Cotton
Soybeans and Peas.
.
Sweet Potatoes
. ...
White Potatoes ....
Truck Crops
Other Cultivated
.3
.1
1.8
Total Cultivated
Crops
. .... 96.7 95.6 95.7 97.0
Seeded Hay Crops
.
Tillable Pasture
. .
.
.9
2.4
1.1
3.3
.5
3.8
.9
2.1
Total Tillable
Land 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
No. of Farms
1-
18
1
n
|
1
18 17
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TABLE 2—DISPOSAL OF 1929 CANE CROP ON 74
LOUISIANA FARMS
Farms of
100 Crop
Acres or
Less
Farms of
101 to 200
Crop Acies
Farms of
201 to 300
Crop Acres
Farms of
More Than
300 Crop
Acres
Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
TO or* Pont
Left Standing
Left in Windrow.
put fmfl Strinned
for Mill .
Cut and Windrow..
Strip from Wind-
6.4
.3
90.4
(3.2)
2.9
4.6
2.4
1.0
89.4
(3.6)
2.6
5.5
4.4
2.6
75.7
(14.4)
11.8
4.6
5.5
1.2
78.7
(11.2)
10.0
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 |
100.0
No. of Farms
—
18 21 18 | 17
TABLE 3—CROP ACREAGES NOT HARVESTED ON SUGAR
CANE FARMS ACCORDING TO SIZE, 1929
Crop
Farms of
100 Crop
Acres or
Less
Farms of
101 to 200
Crop Acres
Farms of
201 to 300
Crop Acres
Farms of
More Than
300 Crop
Acres
Cane:
Lett Standing . .
.
Left in Windrow
Soybeans and Peas
Sweet Potatoes . . .
Truck Crops
Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent
.35
2.45
.98
4.42
2.58
5.51
1.2
.35
37.21
7.76
26.0
3.43
42.5G
51 43
27.0
....
1
7.0
66.11
36.87
1
6.71
26.73
45.46
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CHART NO 12 Pereenl of Tillable and Non-Tillable
Land on Sugar Farms By Sizes
Farms Less Than 100 Crop Acres
Tillable. Lard
Non-Tillable Land
Tillable Land
Non-Tillable Land
Tillable Land
Non-Tillable Land
Tillable Land
Non-Tillable Land
Farms of 101 lo 200 Crop Acres
Farms of 201 Lo 300 Crop Acres
Farms of More Than 300 Crop Acres
10 20 30 40 SO 60 70 80 90
Pereenl
The amount of cane per acre which was saved was
slightly larger on small farms than on large plantations,
evidently due to the smaller losses incurred on small farms
in harvesting rather than to any superior quality of cane
grown on these farms. The tonnage saved amounted to a
little more than sixteen tons per acre on the large farms
and eighteen tons on family sized farms (Table 4). Some
idea of the unsatisfactory net returns to be obtained from
yields of this type may be had by comparing them with
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tonnages necessary for profitable operation on actual plan-
tations in 1929. Table 5 shows the tonnage necessary to
pay costs of production, calculated with and without in-
terest on invested capital, at $3.50 and $3.75 per ton for
cane on ten large plantations operating under the crew
system and under a crop rotation of cane and corn. Costs
per acre used for growing the crop and for management
and overhead are those incurred in 1929. Harvesting is
calculated at $1.00 per ton. This is somewhat less than the
actual expenditures in 1929, but actually represents costs
for a normal year. The tonnage required to defray ex-
penses seems relatively high on these plantations. The
large type of plantation may have a high cost for book-
keeping and office overhead but on the other hand they
are of a size which has an advantage in securing operating
efficiency, in equipment utilization and in purchasing effi-
ciency over smaller sized farms. Quite wide variations
occur between individual farms. Farms D and H have a
large proportion of the so-called black lands. This fact is
reflected in the high cost and consequent high tonnage
requirements on these plantations.
Livestock Organization
A small amount of tillable land is set aside for the night
pasture of work stock and for the few milch cows which
are ket)t on ea-h fprm (Table 1). In addition, however,
a considerable proportion of the land is not suited for crops.
This amount varies from 19.1% of the total in Group D
to 38.5% of Group C with an average of 26.1% for all land
included in the studv (Chart 12). Since the workstock are
for the most part fed in dry lots and are seldom if ever
turned out on pasture other than the small permanent
pasture near the stables, we may assume that the non-till-
able land is all available for the use of other classes of
livestock if it is available for any farm use. Table 6 shows
the number of each class of livestock now on hand to utilize
this feed and the acres used to pasture stock equivalent to
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TABLE 4—CROP YIELDS ON SUGAR CANE FARMS, 1929
Crop
Farms of
100 Crop
Acres or
Less
Farms of
101 to 200
Crop Acres
Farms of
201 to 300
Crop Acres
Farms of
More Than
300 Crop
Acres
Cane
Seed Cotton
Sweet Potatoes
Mrish Potatoes
Soybeans
18.01 T.
26.99 Bu.
513.67 Lb.
48.50 Bu.
21.07 Bu.
.90 T.
1.17 T.
16.22 T.
20.61 Bu.
561.14 Lb.
44.57 Bu.
64.10 Bu.
1.13 T.
.98 T.
1.79 T.
15.93 T.
19.91 Bu.
596.25 Lb.
24.76 Bu.
13.78 Bu
.71 T.
1.14 T.
16.14 T.
16.97 Bu.
351.05 Lb.
30.90 Bu.
Wild Hay
Alfalfa
.78 T.
1 07 T.
1.82 T.
w +Yield^ of Irish Potatoes are from only 9 farms located in theWestern Cane Area. They are not representative of the production tobe expected under the proper system of management in any part ofthe area and are very much below the average production for the
southern Cane Area.
one animal unit on the farms in each group. 3 The fact that
Groups A and B use much less area per animal unit than
the others suggests the possibility of more efficient use of
this non-tillable land on the large farms.
The extent to which the individual farmer may increase
livestock will depend largely upon the grade of livestock
kept, gams under good management, prices, availability of
feeds to carry them over the season when pasture is poor
and upon the character of pasture. It often occurs that
a large part of a plantation or perhaps a whole plantation
is predominantly of black land. The growing of cane on this
type of land is in many cases carried on at a loss. These
lands may very well be diverted to livestock enterprises at
least until such a time as cane varieties or tillage methods
for these lands have been developed to the point where cane
can be profitably cultivated.
Unit iS considered to be equivalent to one mule orhorse, one milch cow, one and one-third beef cattle, two young cattle
he^oTpo^.trT
meat h08S
'
flVe PiSS
'
SeVe
°
She6P
°
r Le
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TABLE 5—CANE TONNAGE REQUIRED TO PAY COSTS AND
INVESTMENT CHARGES ON 10 PLANTATIONS BASED
ON 1929 PRODUCTION OUTLAYS AND $1.00
PER TON FOR HARVESTING
Plantation
At $3.50 per Ton for Cane
Tons to Pay
Prod. Outlays
and Deprec.
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
23.6
26.9
24.6
29.6
21.5
23.5
28.2
34.2
25.8
28.5
Tons to Pay
Prod. Outlays,
Deprec, and
6% on Invest
At $3.75 per Ton for Cane
Tons to Pay
Prod. Outlays
and Deprec.
25.2
28.5
26.2
31.2
23.1
25.1
29.8
35.8
27.4
30.1
21.3
24.4
22.4
26.9
19.5
21.4
25.6
30.7
23.5
25.9
Tons to Pay
Prod. Outlays,
Deprec, and
6% on Invest.
22.8
25.9
23.9
28.4
21.0
22.9
27.1
32.2
25.0
27.4
Operating Efficiency of Various Sized Units
The size of the unit operated may influence in several
ways the costs per acre of operating the farm. Small
family sized farms may have an advantage in lower over-
head outlays such as accounting and office costs. On the
other hand they lose the benefits which are forthcoming
from the analysis of records that must necessarily be
maintained on a larger operating unit.
In respect to power efficiency and the use of machinery,
the plantation is better able to adjust its organization to the
size and type of machine which most efficiently and cheaply
performs the operations. A small farmer, however, may
find it cheaper to perform many operations with relatively
inefficient tools and equipment rather than purchase the
more efficient type which he could not use to capacity. This
is especially true in reference to power machines such
as
trucks, tractors and cane loaders.
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TABLE 6—THE ANIMAL UNITS OF LIVESTOCK ON
SUGAR CANE FARMS OF DIFFERENT SIZES, 1929
Workstock:
Work Mules
Pensioners
.
Saddle Stock
Others
Total
Other Livestock:
Beef Cattle . .
Milk Cows
. . .
Young- Cattle
Hogs
Sheep
Total
Total Livestock.
Acres of Non-Till-
able Land per
Animal Unit o^
Other Livestock
Farms of
100 Crop
Acres or
Less
Animal
Units
5.75
.06
.28
.05
6.14
.08
3.11
1.16
1.56
5.91
12.05
4.1
Farms of
101 to 200
Crop Acres
Animal
Units
.60
.24
.48
.28
9.60
3.25
2.90
1.74
3.04
.26
11.19
20.79
5.93
Farms of
201 to 300
Crop Acres
Animal
Units
14.75
1.06
.38
16.19
2.17
3.50
.31
3.01
.21
9.2
25 39
17.14
Farms of
More than
300 Crop
Acres
Animal
Units
35.58
.16
1.24
.12
37.10
3.66
5.35
2.12
3.75
.37
15.25
52.35
10. G6
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In the daily operation of the plantation, it is necessary
to organize the crew in such a manner that a number of
operations may be performed in definite order and at uni-
form rates. This facilitates supervision and eliminates
w^ste of time which may occur when each laborer's job is
frequently changed. For example, one large sized unit used
the following crew to carry out the spring planting of cane:
Operation Men Mules Work Done Per Day
2 4 10 Acres
Uncover Seed^ 1 1 Seed to Plant 10 Acres
Monkey Out J
3 Seed to Plant 10 Acres
Haul | 4 4 ' 10 Acres
Plant j
2 10 Acres
2 4 10 Acres
The amount to be done during the day was determined
beforehand and each man worked only on his particular
phase of the planting operation. Crews of this type may
work equally well in multiples of the unit required. By de-
termining the rate of performance of each operation, task
w!ork may be assigned on many other operations. Most
operators agree that the amount of work done per day is
increased and the need of close supervision is decreased
when using this unit accomplishment system.
In buying supplies in large quantity economies may be
secured for the plantation operator. This results from
better information concerning the price situation and ad-
vantages in bargaining power. The small farmer must buy
in small quantities. He is primarily a laborer instead of a
business manager.
The Use of Power Machinery
The use of power machinery is a question to the farmer
of whether or not he can profitably employ those types
of
machinery which have proven themselves capable of per-
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forming the operations for which they are designed. Of
these the use of tractor power is one which seems to offer
the greatest economic possibilities.
Tractors have supplied only a small part of the field
power used on cane farms in the past. Of the seventy-four
farms covered by the survey, five used one tractor and three
farms operated with two. The amount of tractor use in
1929 was small as compared with mule work (Tables 14 to
34 in appendix)
.
The introduction of tractors into the cane
belt was larger in 1929 than in previous years. Several
large units plan to operate with from ten to twenty tractors
of various types and sizes during the 1930 season. As a
whole, however, cane growers are cautious about replacing
a large part of their mules by tractor power. The experi-
ence of those operators who have used tractor power in the
past will serve as a guide to operators who contemplate
making such a change in their farm organization in the
near future.
On land which has been idle and is now being returned
to crops the question of using all mule power or of using
ti actor power in part is principally one of the relative costs
of the two types. Reclaiming idle land for sugar cane
production requires one or two years at the most. Conse-
quently, the operator must consider not only the original
outlay for tractors and tractor equipment but also the effi-
cient use after the rebreaking work has been completed.
On plantations now using mules the question is one of trac-
tor costs versus possible savings in the replacement of mule
power and man labor. The size of farm or the amount of
work which there is for the tractor to do will materially
affect the cost of operating it. A large number of work
days during the year over which to distribute overhead
costs is necessary to obtain a low cost per day. A large
farm has the further advantage in that a man who is more
efficient than ordinary labor in operating and managing
tractors may be employed to good advantage, while a small
farm would not have enough tractor work to justify the
larger wage expenditure.
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Savings made possible by the introduction of tractors
may occur in man labor eliminated and in lower mule costs.
The amount of man labor saved will depend upon the rate
of performance of the tractor as compared with that of
mules. Saving on mule costs may be effected in two ways.
A number of mules may be taken off the plantation or elim-
inated from the organization. Again, tractors must replace
mules at the time when the demand for mule work is great-
est. This usually occurs during harvest season. Tractors
have not been used to any extent in harvesting sugar cane
although motor trucks are gaining favor in the area. If
mules must be maintained for harvesting purposes, then
their use for producing the crop involves only those addi-
tional outlays. It is this condition which offers the greatest
resistance to the increased use of tractors on sugar cane
farms. For mules displaced entirely the outlay for main-
tenance is saved. Even though the number of mules is the
same a saving may be made in feed consumption and a de-
creased rate of depreciation on mules brought about by hav-
ing the tractor to perform the heavy work. To make a
comparison of these factors it is necessary to have a knowl-
edge of the cost of operation of various types and sizes of
tractors together with costs of mule maintenance and the
rate of performance for operations done by them.
There are in general two types of operations performed
on cane or corn by tractors. The first includes those culti-
vation operations in which the tractor goes between the
rows. These operations are performed by small tractors of
about a 10-20 rating. As a rule this small tractor will be
used to some extent in plowing the land and building up
the row, but the power is not sufficient to do extremely
heavy work. The second type or straddle row operations
are usually performed by a somewhat larger machine, one
of 15-30 rating or larger. The preparation of the land,
building up of rows, and the plowing of heavy lands are
operations to which this more powerful type of tractor is
best adapted.
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On the farms under study tractors used were of the
wheel type. The small sized tractors are equipped with
narrow gauge wheels to facilitate working between the cane
rows. A number of caterpillar tractors have recently been
brought into use in the area, but have not yet been used a
sufficient length of time to furnish reliable data concerning
their performance and their costs.
Table 7 presents the rate of performance for each size
of tractor and the number of mules and men which will
normally be necessary to do the same operation at the rate
given. These replacements do not take into consideration
abnormal soil conditions or work on extremely heavy soils.
It is assumed that only one man is needed to operate the
tractor and lister in capping off sugar cane land. In capping
off, two men will be necessary if the lister is not of the
type which can be controlled from the tractor.
Tractor Costs
The size of farm is one factor which improves the ad-
justment in the usage of the tractor. Only two farms studied
which had less than 300 crop acres used tractor power and
these two received relatively uneconomic usage from the
tractor. This does not assume that a large farm is all that
is necessary to get efficient usage, for several large planters
had high costs. But it does indicate that the most econom-
ical adjustment for a tractor outlay comes on the larger
plantations. These two smaller farms were eliminated from
the analysis so that all comparisons might be made on
farms of similar size.
Wide variations occur between the outlay per hour for
o^era^ng similar tractors on different farms. Estimating
the life of the tractor at six years and depreciating it ac-
cordingly, cost per ten hour day for 10-20 wheel tractors,
including the operator, was $7.90 (Table 8). These tractors
were used an average of 112 days during the year. The
extremes of cost were $12.66 per day for a tractor used only
thirty-one days and $6.49 per day for one used 177 days.
The chief difference in the cost is due to the disposition of
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TABLE 8—COST PER 10 HOUR DAY FOR OPERATING 10-20 AND
15-30 TRACTORS ON SUGAR CANE PLANTATIONS, 1929
T1 r£i n+r»r*c! TTfi'vinp*x iduLui o ij.aviii5 T1 rn otnrci TTa vinp*l la^LUi is jl i v 1 1 1 5,Cost Iems 10-20 Rating 15-30 Rating
$3.37 $ 4.40
Oil .26 .41
.04 .06
.50 .53
Chore Labor (@ 11c per hour) .09 .11
1.51 2.89
.58 1.08
1.55 1.79
$7.90 $11.27
783.9 400.0
the overhead expense resulting from poor adjustment in
tractor use. Larger tractors of the 15-30 rating were
used on an average of eighty days per year and cost $11.27
per day, including the operator. In this case also, costs
per day were reduced as the tractor utilization was better
adjusted to the organization.
Days Used Cost Per Day
Per Year Including- Operator
Least Used 15-30 Tractor... 46 $18.16
Most Used 15-30 Tractor.... 126 8.08
Practically every tractor owner has found it economical
to pay more than labor wages in order to have an operator
who is sufficiently skilled to handle the machine with
minimum of breakage. The average wage paid was $1.55
per day to operators of the small size tractor and $1.80 to
those of the larger type as compared with $1.00 to $1.25
per day for ordinary labor. The fuel and oil consumption
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by a tractor will depend somewhat on the age and repair
of the motor and upon the type of work being performed.
The average consumption for tractors studied is a follows
:
Size of Tractor Gas Per Ten HourDay—Gallons
Oil Per Ten Hour
Day—Quarts
10-20 Tractors 20.4
24.6
1.9
2.715-30 Tractors
At the present time gasoline is used almost exclusively
as tractor fuel in the sugar cane area. Only one tractor
among those studied used kerosene. This operator, however,
did not decrease his cost because of the relatively high
price paid for kerosene. The use of a low grade fuel even
though the fuel cost per day may be decreased will be dis-
couraged if it results in a greater wear on the tractor.
Cheaper fuels, such as the distillate, and tractors more
suited to distillate consumption may be a development of the
near future. Should this come about the costs of operation
will be somewhat decreased.
Mule Costs
Mule power is the only type now in use on a large
majority of the farms of the cane belt, and even on farms
which are using tractors, the greater part of the work is
performed by mules. Consequently cost of mule power is
one of the major cost items on every cane plantation.
Keeping this cost at a minimum per acre or per hour
depends upon the outlay necessary to maintain work stock
and upon the amount of work done by them.
Feeding practices vary between farms of various sizes
and between farms using tractors as compared with those
using mule power exclusively. The data presented in Chart
13 indicates that the total amount of concentrated feeds
per mule does not vary greatly with size of farm. The
annual consumption of concentrates is between 8,000 and
39
CHART NO. 13
Amounh and Kinds of Feed Per Mule on
Non-Traclor Farms By Size Groups- 1929
Concenlrales
Legume Hay
Olher Roughages
Concenlrales
Legume Hay
Olher Roughages
Farms of Less Than 100 Crop Acres
V///////////////////////////A
Farms of J01 Jo 200 Crop Acres
Farms of 201 lo 300 Crop Acres
Concentrates V/////////////////////X^
Legume Hay
Olher
Concenfrales
Legume Hay
Farrns of Flore Fh&n 300 Crop Acres
V/////////////////^7ZK7,
Olher Roughages
1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10
Pounds fOOO)
VA Ear -Corn 1=3 llolasses U3 Alfalfa Hay
ZlAoais E23 Soybean Hay WWW Non -LegumeHay
N\j Mixed Feeds LXJ Lespedeza Hay ££>£J Low GradeRoughages
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TABLE 9—FEED PRICES PAID ON FARMS OF DIFFERENT SIZES
IN THE SUGAR CANE AREA, 1929
Feeds
b arms of
iv v L^rop
Acres or
Less
Farms of
101 to 200
Crop Acres
Farms of
101 to 300
Crop Acres
Farms of
iviore i nan
6 0V V>I Up
Acres
Concentrates:
Ear Corn per Cwt. $1.11 $1.10 $1.15 $1.07
Ground Corn per
1.22 1.21
Ground Oats per
2.00
Molasses per Cwt. .92 .84 .99 .98
Mixed Feed per
2.25 1.86 2.70
All Concentrates
1.14 1.11 1.27 1.15
Hay:
Soybean Hay per
13.80 14 38 13.56 12.26
Alfalfa Hay per
Ton 16.02 21.25
Lespedeza Hay
per Ton 14.67 11.90 20.00
Wild Hays per
Ton 15.11 10.58 9.32 9 22
All Hays per Ton 14.13 12.57 12.95 12.53
Low Grade Rough-
ages per Ton 7.17 7.38 4.00 4.00
10,000 pounds per mule. The larger farms feed a higher
percentage of ground feeds, molasses and mixed feeds
which have greater feed value per pound than has ear corn.
Prices paid for corn are lower on plantations, but the
grinding of the feed and a higher proportion of mixed feed
tend to make a higher price per pound of concentrates and,
consequently, a somewhat higher feed cost per mule (Tables
9 and 10). The amount of hay fed per mule increases
quite regularly with the size of farm. In general the plan-
tations feed a larger quantity and a better quality of feed
per mule than do small farms. This difference in feeding
practice amounts to about $35.00 per head difference in
outlay per year.
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TABLE 10—ITEMS OF OUTLAY PER MULE ON SUGAR CANE
FARMS OPERATED WITHOUT TRACTORS, 1929
Outlays
Farms of
100 Crop
Acres or
Less
Farms of
101 to 200
Crop Acres
Farms of
201 to 300
Crop Acres
Farms of
More Than
300 Crop
Acres
Feed Outlays:
Concentrates $ 84.64 $ 91.32 $101.31 $119.17
Roughages 33.78 36.30 38.48 35.63
Total Feeds
. .. $118.42 $127.62 $139.79 $154.80
Other Outlays:
Chore Labor 11.24 9.63 18.25 15.10
Veterinary and
and Medicine
. .
.
1.28 .96 1.40 3.45
1.07 .94 1.51 1.07
Gears—Upkeep . . . 1.71 2.93 3.37 4.18
Total Other
$ 15.30 $ 14.46 $ 24.53 $ 23.80
Interest and Dep.:
Dep. and Death
Losses 18.01 11.92 18.44 19.49
Int. on Investment
in Workstock at
8% 8.99 9.74 13 45 10.86
Int. on Investment
in Gears at 8% .36 .57 .59 .58
Total Interest
and Dep $ 27.36 $ 22.23 $ 32.48 $ 30.93
Total Outlay . . . $161.08 $164.31 $196.80 $209.53
No. of Workstock... 91 167 271 434
15 17 16 11
Marked differences occur in the quantity of both con-
centrates and roughage fed on tractor and non-tractor
farms. The number of pounds per head is less on those
farms that used tractors and tractor machinery. This
difference, however, is completely offset by the fact that
tractor farms feed more prepared and processed feeds.
This processing was reflected in high unit prices for feeds,
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CHART NO. 14
Amount and kinds of Feed Per Mule on Traclor
and Non -Traclor Farms of Flore Than
300 Crop Acres , 1929
Conoenlrales
Legume Hay
Olher Roughages
Conoenlrales
Legume Hay
Olher Roughages
Traclor Farms
V/////////////////////X:-
tn
Hon- Traclor Farms
Ear Corn
EZJ Oak
E3 Mixed Feeds
12 3 I 5678 9 10
Pounds fOOO)
I I Molasses Alfalfa Hay
U7\ Soybean Hay HID Non-Legume Hoy
^S3iLespedeza Hay ^^Low CradeRoighages
making the total feed costs on the two types of farms
practically identical. This comparison applies to farms of
similar sizes (Chart 14, Tables 11 and 12).
Plantation operators as a rule have a better class of
mule than do small farmers, and are somewhat more care-
ful in caring for injuries. This is reflected in relatively
higher charge for interest on investment and larger outlays
for veterinary expenses and other items. When tractors
can be used for much of the heavier work, depreciation
charges and costs for veterinary and medicine tend to
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TABLE 11—FEED PRICES PAID ON TRACTOR AND NON-
TRACTOR FARMS OF SIMILAR SIZE IN THE
SUGAR CANE AREA, 1929
Feeds Tractor Non-Tractor
Farms Farms
Concentrates:
Ear Corn per Cwt $ 1.07
Ground Corn per Cwt $ 1.31 1.21
2.00
Molas&es per Cwt
.91 .98
Mixed Feed per Cwt 2.50
All f!nnpfntrntps nQv Otxrt 1.00 1.1a
Hay:
17.73 12.26
Alfalfa Hay per Ton 15.00 21.25
Lespedeza Hay per Ton 20.00
10.00 9.22
All Hays per Ton 17.17 12.53
Low Grade Roughages per Ton 9.35 4.00
decrease. The amount of depreciation on each farm will
depend, in addition to the amount of heavy work done,
upon the age of the mules kept. Although mules are com-
monly worked for the whole period of their usefulness on
the plantation where they are first purchased, several men
have been able to practically eliminate depreciation by
purchasing young mules and working them for two or
three years and then selling them at their prime for as
much or more than their original cost. One tractor farm
carried out such a method which accounts in part for the
low depreciation on these farms (Table 12). Chart 15
shows the relationship between cost per head and mule
cost per acre on all non-tractor farms.
Mule costs per acre will depend upon the factor of
adjustment as well as upon the outlays for keeping mules.
Chart 16 shows the relationship between crop acres worked
per mule and costs of mule work per acre. The cost per
day of mule work will depend likewise upon total days
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TABLE 12—ITEMS OF OUTLAY PER MULE ON SUGAR CANE
FARMS OF SIMILAR SIZE OPERATING WITH
AND WITHOUT TRACTORS, 1929
Outlays
Tractor
Farms
Non-Tractor
Farms
Feed Outlay:
50.09
tilQ 17
35.63
$154.25 $154.80
Other Outlays:
13 99
1.63
11.66
4.22
15.10
3.45
4.18
* on a(\ $ 93 Rft
Interest and Depreciation:
Interest on Investment in Workstock at
8%
Interest on Investment in Gears at 8%.
.
6.87
11.82
.60
19.49
10.86
.58
$ 19.29 $ 30.93
$193.94 $209.53
197
6
434
11
worked per year and upon cost of maintenance. The re-
lationship between the days worked per year and cost per
day is shown in Chart 17. To get lower cost per day, it
is desirable to get a better adjustment between mules and
crops handled. The large sized farms, while they have a
higher outlay per mule, worked each mule more days per
year. The annual number of days of work per mule for
Group A, B, C, and D was 124, 142, 145, and 153 respec-
tively. These counteracting factors tend to maintain the
cost per hour for mule work at nearly the same level on
all farms. The outlay per day for mule work is as follows
:
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OIZjC (JL X1 dl III Outlay for Mule Work
Per 10- Hr. Day
Farms of less than 100 crop acres $1.43
1.14
1.37
1.37
Farms of 100 to 199.9 crop acres
Farms of 200 to 299.9 crop acres
Farms of more than 300 crop acres
CHART NO. 15- Relationship Belween The Fer Head
Cos! of Plamlaining Plules and The Power Coal
Per Crop A?re on 6S Sugar Qme r<3rms-, 1929
Mule Cosl
Per Crop Acre
$20 r
15
10 -
0
100 150 200 2J0 300 350
Cosl of Mule Maintenance (Dollars)
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CHART NO. 16- Relationship Between Crop Acres
Worked Per Mule and The Cosl of Power Per Crop Acre
On Farms Operating Wilhoul Traclors
Tiule Cosl
Per Crop Acre
^20 r
15 -
10 -
5-
J 10 15 20 25
Crop Acres Per Tiule
There may be a tendency on many plantations to use
the tractor at tasks wihich might be done more economically
by mule work, that is, to use the tractor while the mules
are idle in the lot. This practice was not apparent on the
farms under study. The farms of a similar size worked
mules the same number of days per year irrespective of
tractor use. On the tractor farms mules worked 153 days
per year on the average. Due to the somewhat lower out-
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CHAPT NO. 1 7- Pelalionship Belween Days Worked
Per Mule and Cos/ Per Day oL Mule Labor
Per Day Cosi of
Mule Power
$260 r
.
.40-
Q\ , , u , .
JO 100 150 200 250
Days Worked Per Mule Per Year
lays on tractor farms the rate per day for mule work was
lower, being $1.26 per day as compared with $1.37 on non-
tractor farms.
The crop acres worked per mule was higher on those
units having a tractor in the organization. Tractor farms
worked 20.0 acres per mule and non-tractor farms 16.3
acres. The total power cost per acre was $11.24 on tractor
farms and $12.86 on non-tractor farms. The decreased
cost per head for maintenance accounted for $.76 of this
difference, and the replacement of more mules than was
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necessary to pay tractor costs, $.86. In addition some
saving in man labor was also made by tractor use. This
decreased cost is an average condition. Much larger
savings were made on some farms while others raised their
cost per acre by using the tractor. The range was from a
loss of $2.83 per acre to a gain of $5.76 per acre.
Although the average results obtained by the use of
tractors on these farms were satisfactory, the number of
tractor farms is not sufficiently large to be considered
conclusive. The factor of personal management is so signi-
ficant that it may materially influence the results obtained
on each farm. This applies alike to the handling of mules
and tractors. There are several limiting factors which
enter into this problem. First, no single type or size of
tractor unit has been developed which can do all cultural
operations that tractors need to perform in order to replace
mules on cane farms. Again, possibility for power machin-
ery to replace mules is reduced because each farm unit
must maintain enough men and mules to meet cane harvest
requirements.
Comparative cost data presented will serve as a basis
for more thorough and detailed work along the line of
power utilization. This work will be facilitated as larger
numbers of machines are introduced and as new types,
which have only recently been introduced into the area,
are given a more thorough trial.
Cane Loaders
Field loaders used on farms were all of the mule drawn
type equipped with four to six horse-power gas engines.
The l6ader moved by mechanical power has made its ap-
pearance recently in the cane belt, but is not yet commonly
used. This power driven machine offers possibilities for
further development.
From data collected on the mule drawn type operated
with a crew of five men and four mules, the cost per ton
for performing this operation was 13.3 cents (Table 13).
This is considerably below hand loading costs which,
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TABLE 13—ITEMS OF OUTLAY IN THE OPERATION
OF CANE LOADERS, 1929
Cost Per Ton
Pn«?t Ppr 1 0
Items TTnnr Davxxw ix j. x-zct^y
Cents Dollars
.9 1.02
Oil .15
.01
Repairs .2 .02
6.9 7.97
3.7 4.30
11.7 13.47
1.0 1.16
Interest @ 8% .6 .69
±6.6 1 K
4.48
.97
115.00
Size of Crew:
5
4
assuming eight tons per man for a day, would amount to
18% cents at $1.50 per day or 21.9 cents at $1.75 per day.
The loaders as operated handled 115 tons of cane per
day. This amount is somewhat below the capacity which
several operators have obtained. Costs per ton depend
on tons handled per day and upon the total amount loaded
per season. It is imperative that a sufficiently large
number of wagons be available to keep the loader in con-
stant operation. Maximum efficiency will come also with
constant use during the harvesting season. These factors
tend to more efficient use on large plantations although the
difference in costs between power and hand loading is
large enough that many medium sized farms may find
loader use profitable even though operated at a relatively
higher cost than on large plantations.
SUMMARY
1. The price of agricultural products has been relatively-
low when compared with the price of the commodities
which farmers purchase and is only slightly higher
when related to the price of all non-agricultural pro-
ducts.
2. When compared with a pre-war base, 1913, the prices
of sugar, rice, and corn are lower than those of cotton,
sweet potatoes, white potatoes, veal, and beef.
3. The man labor and mule use requirements of the
various crops grown in the cane area are not greatly
influenced by the size of the unit operated.
4. Differences in soil types, in plantation layout, and in
the managerial ability of individual operators seem to
be factors which account for the wide differences in
labor and power requirements between individual
farms.
5. Cotton, corn, sweet potatoes, white potatoes, and truck
crops when included in the crop organization of a
cane farm lend themselves to the efficient utilization
of machinery. Rice, however, cannot be readily incor-
porated in the farm organization due to the large
amount of specialized machinery which it requires.
6. Under a crop system of corn and cane the labor and
power requirements are high during the early spring
months and during harvest, These requirements can
be shifted somewhat from fall to spring or vice versa
by regulating the time of planting cane. Any further
smoothing of labor and power distribution will de-
pend upon the efficient use of power machinery for
cultural operations and upon the development of effi-
cient harvesting machines. This latter factor is the
limiting one at present.
7. Under the existing scale of prices the income at present
cane yields has not been sufficient to defray outlays
for production.
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8. The possibility of profitably increasing the amount of
livestock exists on plantations having a large propor-
tion of black land and on those which do not have
ready access to a sugar house.
9. Large sized plantations have an advantage in machin-
ery utilization, in crew organization and in purchasing
efficiency over small sized units.
10. Operating costs for the inter^row tractors studied
amounted to $7.90 per ten hour day while straddle
row or 15-30 tractors required outlays of $11.27 per
day. Due to the disposition of overhead charges costs
incurred on individual farms varied inversely with the
amount each tractor was used per year.
11. The cost of "mule maintenance varied from $161.00 per
head on family sized farms to $210.00 on plantations
of more than 300 crop acres operating without trac-
tors. Increased quantities and better quality feed
account for a large part of this difference.
12. Plantations using tractors had less depreciation on
mules, a lower death loss, and lower veterinary charges
than plantations of a similar size operating without
tractors. These differences lower the cost of mule
maintenance on tractor farms by $16.00 per head.
13. Tractor farms worked twenty crop acres per mule
while non-tractor farms of the same size worked
sixteen crop acres.
14. The replacement of mules by tractors and the reduced
cost of mule maintenance due to tractor use, was such,
on the average, that the total power costs per acre,
including tractor outlays, was lower on those farms
employing tractors than on those using mules only.
Several farms included, however, raised rather than
lowered their power costs by using tractors.
15. The fact that tractors have not been able to replace
mules during harvest and that no single type or size
of tractor has been developed which will efficiently
perform all the cultural operations on cane are the
52
factors which limit extensive use of tractors on cane
farms. Further study of larger numbers of machines
and of new types of tractors will be necessary to
determine more definitely the place which tractor
power should occupy in the organization of sugar cane
farms.
Field cane loaders on the farms studied were operated
at a cost of 13.3 cents per ton. This is considerably
below hand loading costs.
STATISTICAL APPENDIX
Much of the detailed statistical data upon
which the conclusions of this study rest are self
explanatory. These are included in the statistical
appendix for reference purposes.
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TABLE 35—DISTRIBUTION OF CROP ACREAGE ACCORDING
TO SIZE OF FARM, SUGAR CANE AREA, 1929
Crops
Farms of
100 Crop
Acres or
Less
Farms of
101 to 200
Crop Acres
Farms of
201 to 300
Crop Acres
Farms of
More than
300 Crop
Acres
Acres Per
Farm
Acres Per
Farm
Acres Per
Farm
Acres Per
Farm
Fall Plant Cane
Spring- Plant Cane .
.
Stubble Cane
Total Cane . .
Corn
Soybeans and Peas
(in corn)
Cotton .
Soybeans and Peas..
Sweet Potatoes . ...
White Potatoes . ...
Truck Crops
Other Cultivated Cr
Total Cul. Crops
Seeded Hay Crops
Tillable Pasture .
Total Til'ble Ld.
14.26
7.16
20.79
42.21
34.69
(34.02)
4.59
1.88
1.42
.97
85.76
2.12
88.71
29.36
' 8.87
33.16
71.39
66.75
(56.98)
6.72
1.43
2.19
.64
.61
3.52
153.25
1.75
5.28
160.28
52.32
16.88
60.30
129.50
91.33
(89.17)
14.07
6.89
1.92
.90
.87
245.48
1.28
9.67
256.43
150.98
70.99
180.64
402.61
205.03
(198.56)
6.94
13.24
4.23
.24
11.76
644.05
6.18
13.69
663.92
No. of Farms 18 21 18 17
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TABLE 36—SEED CANE, MILL CAN E, AND CANE LOSSES ON
74 LOUISIANA SUGAR CANE FARMS, 1929
Farms of
100 Crop
Acres or
Less
Farms of
101 to 200
Crop Acres
Farms of
201 to 300
Crop Acres
Farms of
More than
300 Crop
Acres
Acres Acres Acres Acres
Left Standing . . .
Left in Windrow..
Cut and Stripped for
Mill :
Cut and Windrowed.
Strip from Windrow
48.66
2.64
686.52
(24.58)
21.94
68.82
36.92
14.78
1,348.40
(53.98)
39.20
128.61
103.00
60.28
1,764.39
(334.86)
274.58
312.26
377.00
82.00
5,391.26
(763.88)
681.88
Total 759.76 1,508.12 2,330.86 6,844.40
18 21 18 17
TABLE 37—NUMBER OF HEAD OF LIVESTOCK BY CLASSES
ACCORDING TO SIZE OF FARM, SUGAR CANE AREA, 1929
Farms of
100 Crop
Acres or
Less
Farms of
101 to 200
Crop Acres
Farms of
201 to 300
Crop Acres
Farms of
More than
300 Crop
Acres
Number Number Number Number
Workstock:
Work Mules 5.75 8.60 . . 14.75 35.58
.06 .24 .16
Saddle Stock :28 .48 1.06 1.24
.05 .28 .38 .12
Total Workstock 6.14 9.60 16.19 37.10
Other Livestock:
Beef Cattle . ..... .11 4.33 2.89 4.88
3.11 2.90 3.50 5.35
Young Cattle . ... 2.33 3.48 .61 4.23
6.39 15.33 11.26 15.41
1.81 1.50 2.59
Total Other
Livestock . ... 11.94 27.85 19.76 32.46
Total Livestock: 18.08 37.45 35.95 69.56
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TABLE 38—ANNUAL FEED CONSUMPTION PER MULE ON NON-
TRACTOR FARMS IN THE SUGAR CANE AREA, 1929
Feeds
X1 CLi-XXXO VJX.
1 00 CVnn
Acres or
Less
Farms of
101 to 200
Crop Acres
Farms of
201 to 300
Crop Acres
J? Ctl lllo UI
IVTny*a "Minn
200 Prnn
Acres
Pounds Pounds Pounds Pounds
Concentrates
:
8,726 8,148 6,519 5,691
Ground Corn 325 1,551
Oats (ground) . .
.
831
Molasses 16 83 515 2 325
Mixed Feeds 205 178 635
Total Concents. 8,947 8,409 7,994 10,398
Hays:
3,614 3,989 4,924 4,887
Alfalfa Hay 529 277
Lespedeza Hay . 163 47 346
Wild Hay 1,085 719 973 1,100
Total Hay 4,862 5,237 5,944 6,610
Low Grade Rough.
. 613 833* 148 554
Av. Feed per Day:
Concentrates
. ... 24.5 23.0 21.9 28.5
Hay 13.3 14.4 16.3 18.1
Other Roughages
. 1.7 2.3 .4 1.5
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TABLE 39—TOTAL AND DAILY FEED CONSUMPTION PER MULE
ON TRACTOR AND NON-TRACTOR FARMS OF MORE THAN
300 CROP ACRES, SUGAR CANE AREA, 1929
Feeds
Tractor
Farms
Pounds
Concentrates:
Bar Corn
Ground Corn
Oats (ground)
Molasses
Mixed Feeds
Total Concentrates
Hays:
Soybean Hay
Alfalfa Hay
Lespedeza Hay
Wild Hay
Total Hay
Low Grade Roughages
Average Feed per Day:
Concentrates
Hay
Other Roughages . .
6,556
577
520
7,653
4,757
761
146
5,664
314
20.9
15.5
1.0
